Advanced Non-Verbal Presentation Skills
with Michael

Grinder,

world renown expert in non-verbal communication

For the first time in Perth, Michael
Grinder will be sharing his latest
breakthrough: the fastest
sequence to mastering the skills
to persuade and inspire others.
Speaking in front of people is a fantastic
opportunity to influence people’s thinking and
behaviours. And, at the same time, people say
that presenting is their biggest public fear.

This program is designed for keynoters,
trainers, committee chairpersons, board
members, managers, and if you coach others
– these skills are a MUST.
Michael Grinder is a world renown expert in
non-verbal communication. His humor and
insight creates a safe and yet challenging
learning environment. The format is one-third
conceptual, one-third demonstration and onethird role-play (reality rehearsal).

What is the difference between those that
welcome the opportunity and those that
don’t? SKILLS – knowing how is what relaxes
presenters.
Whether you are a presenter or attending a
committee/board meeting do you know HOW
to be perceived as intelligent? How to be
someone that people respect and want to
follow?
Since 82% of communication involves nonverbals, you will walk away with:
•   Identify when to make eye contact and
when not to;
•   Understand the actual differences of both
stand-up and sit-down styles;
•   Realise the effect between oral and visual
presentations;
•   Know how to posture your body –
including your all-important gestures;
•   Understand the two most effective voice
patterns, credible and approachable, and
when to use each; and
•   Discover the role of gestures and how
they impact your message.

DATE
Tuesday 24 & Wednesday 25 September 2019
9:00am - 4:30pm
LOCATION
St Martins Centre, Conference Suite, Level 9,
40 St Georges Terrace, Perth, WA, 6000
COST
The 2-day program investment is $1200
Early Bird: $999 if booked and paid before
23 August 2019
REGISTRATION
Secure your place now by visiting
http://margohalbert.com.au/workshops

